MotorolaMeansBusiness!
Motorola CLS Series business two-way radios and headsets are designed with your business productivity in mind– providing smart, simple and reliable two-way radio features.

CLS Series business two-way radios are built for high quality and advanced technology. It’s exactly what you would expect from Motorola.

The CLS Series business two-way radios can help you do even more with the help of additional audio accessories, power devices, and carrying solutions. Enhance your CLS radios to meet your specific needs.

### CLS1450c Features

- **Two-Way Radio Features:**
  - 1 Watt of power
  - Up to 4 channels
  - 56 UHF business exclusive frequencies
  - 121 Interference Eliminator Codes to help filter unwanted chatter (83 digital and 38 analog)
  - Scan
  - 3 Call tones plus OFF
  - VibraCall® Alert
  - Advanced voice activation (VOX)
  - Keypad lockout
  - 30 minutes battery life
  - LCD display
  - Battery gauge
  - Earpiece with Inline Push-to-Talk Microphone
  - Lightweight Headset with Boom Microphone

### CLS1410/1110 Features

- **Two-Way Radio Features:**
  - 1 Watt of power
  - Up to 4 channels
  - 56 UHF business exclusive frequencies
  - 121 Interference Eliminator Codes to help filter unwanted chatter (83 digital and 38 analog)
  - Scan
  - 3 Call tones plus OFF
  - VibraCall® Alert
  - Advanced voice activation (VOX)
  - Keypad lockout
  - 30 minutes battery life
  - LCD display
  - Battery gauge
  - Earpiece with Inline Push-to-Talk Microphone
  - Lightweight Headset with Boom Microphone

### Rechargeable UHF business frequencies

- **Battery Type:** Lithium Ion
- **Capacity:** 1200 mAh
- **Operating Time:**
  - CLS1450c: Up to 10 hours
  - CLS1110: Up to 12 hours
- **Charging:**
  - Drop-in charger capabilities
  - Cloning capabilities
  - PC programming

### CLS1450/1110 Features

- **Four Channel Model:**
  - Four frequency bands
  - Two talk modes
  - VibraCall® Alert
  - Advanced voice activation (VOX)
  - Keypad lockout
  - 30 minutes battery life
  - LCD display
  - Battery gauge
  - Earpiece with Inline Push-to-Talk Microphone
  - Lightweight Headset with Boom Microphone

### Cordless Phone Features:

- **Digital 2.4 GHz**
- **Caller ID with Visual Call Waiting**
- **Phonebook (20 slots shared between handsets)**
- **Speakerphone**
- **Backlit display & keypad**
- **Outbound call lock (except 911)**
- **Out of range indicator**
- **5 Ring tones**
- **Page from phone base**

### FCC Licensing Information:

CLS Series business two-way radios operate on radio frequencies that are regulated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). In order to transmit on these frequencies, you are required to have a license issued by the FCC.

For questions regarding FCC license contact the FCC at:
1-888-CALL-FCC, 1-888-225-5322
http://www.fcc.gov

For customer support, or to find a dealer near you, call 1-800-448-6686.
Designed for Business

CLS1450c

This advanced, multifunctional model expands even more production possibilities within reach. It combines all the efficiency of two-way radio, along with convenient access to the outside world with a feature-rich, cordless phone. The CLS1450c includes all the features of the CLS1110 and CLS1410 models.

Cordless Phone Capabilities

Offers a powerful digital 2.4Ghz signal, paired with a host of features, including Caller ID with Visual Call Waiting**, a programmable phonebook, call log and call waiting capabilities.

Range

One watt of power provides the following range capabilities:

Range will vary based upon terrain and conditions

Two-Way Radio (CLS1110 / CLS1410 / CLS1450c models)

Indoors

Maximum steel and concrete structures: Up to 2000 sq.ft

Within multi-floor buildings: Up to 10 floors

Outdoors

Signal varies, no restrictions: Up to 5 miles

Cordless Phone (CLS1450c model only)

Maximum: Up to 10,000 sq.ft, around the phone base

Range

Maintaining order and ensuring student safety are priorities for any school. Whether monitoring assemblies, sporting events, or security-related incidents, CLS radios deliver the reliability of expanded communications by enhancing safety and security, increasing response time and enhancing productivity.

ENHANCES SECURITY

With046

ESSENTIALS

Maintaining order and safety is a major concern, your team will be able to provide reliable烟火, and respond to disturbances at academic emergencies.

REDUCES COSTS

In today’s competitive environment, maximizing productivity is critical to being successful. That’s why employees must be connected easily and affordably!

SIMPLIFIES DAILY TASKS

By providing better communication between employees, customer needs are better and more quickly served.

Heightens Service

By providing better communication between employees, customer needs are better and more quickly served.

EDUCATION

Motorola gives you the power to do your best! Motorola gives you the power to do your best!